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THE PROVED IGNITEROR FLAME SENSOR SHALL THEN BE DISABLED.
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Item 5
Alan R. Anderson

Home and Building Control

Honeywell Inc.

Mmager

1985 Doughs Dr 5

Induwy Technical Standard\

Golden VaIIq LIN 55123-Wl

September 9, 1993

MS. Julie Cairns
Standards Engineer
International Approvals
8501 E. Pleasant Valley Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44131
Re:

September 23-24 Meeting of
Water Heater Subcommittee

Dear Julie:
Since I have a conflict and will be unable to attend, I
wanted to share with the Subcommittee:
0

That I'd like to withdraw my comment to l-10.4
in 221.56.
It's satisfactory to me just as it's
proposed (including the renumbering of the
current 1.10.4).

0

Michael Gormley's proposed addition to 2.8.7
in 221.56 is incorrect.
Section 2.8 only
applies to a system which meets the proposed
definition for a "proved igniter".
There is
no main burner establishing period--a separate
flame sensor cannot be "proved igniter". As
proposed, clause 2.8.7 is intended to verify
valve closing time following proved igniter
failure.

Best regards,

A. R. Anderson
:dh
cc:

M. Eubanks - MNlO-2528
J. Nagorka - OH10
F. Stanonik - GAMA
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ITEM 6.
221/CGA Joint Water Heater
Subcommittee Meeting,
September 23-24, 1993
REPORT FROM WORKING GROT ADDRESSING SUGGESTED
REVISIONS TO REDUCE POSSIBLE IGNITION OF
FLAMMABLE VAPORS BY VOLUME I WATER HEATERS

Action Reauested
Review a report from the subcommittee’s working group addressing suggested revisions
to reduce possible ignition of flammable vapors by Volume I water heaters.
History

At its November 14-15, 1991 meeting, the 221 water heater subcommittee

was presented
with information from Mr. Edward F. Downing, III, regarding reported flammable vapor
ignition incidents and gas-fired water heaters. After his presentation, Mr. Downing
proposed that a new provision be added to ANSI 221.10.1 to require the construction of
a water heater be such that combustion air will not be taken “immediately from a level
below 18 inches from the floor of the room in which the appliance is installed..” Mr.
Downing also provided a rationale and suggested examples to address his proposal.
After discussion, the subcommittee established a working group to evaluate Mr.
Downing’s proposal, including the data he supplied, and recommend a response for
consideration by the subcommittee. A representative from the U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC) volunteered to provide the working group with CF’SC data on
water heater flammable vapor incidents.

At its September 21-22, 1992 meeting, the joint Z21/CGA water heater subcommittee
reviewed draft summaries of the working group’s March 17-18 and September 9, 1992
meetings. At its September 9, 1992 meeting, the working group was informed that the
Water Heater Division of the Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association (GAMA) had
contracted Arthur D. Little, Inc. to conduct a hazard analysis of flammable vapor
ignition by residential gas water heaters. Based on this report, the working group had
agreed that it would convene to review the results of the GAMA-funded A. D.. Little
project when it became available in spring/summer 1993. Therefore, the working group
had recommended that the subcommittee take no action on Mr. Downing’s proposal at
this time, pending the group’s review of the A. D. Little project’s results. The
subcommittee also reviewed a copy of a September 15, 1992 letter from Mr. Frank
Stanonik (GAMA) to staff regarding some of the details of the A. D. Little project.
After discussion, the subcommittee accepted the report as information,
outcome of the working group’s review of the A. D. Little results.
(6-l)

Background
On July2,1993, GAMA released copies Af the Task 1 Report from the Arthur D. Little
hazard analysis to the working group for its information. Task 1 covered the data
collection and analysis part of the study. The Task 2 Report, which covers the
experimental testing part of the study, was completed in time to be distributed. at the
working group’s July 15, 1993 meeting. Mr. Nelson Macken, A, D. Little, Inc., attended
this meeting to present the results of the experimental testing.

A report on the outcome of the working group’s July 15, 1993 meeting will be made
available at this meeting. In addition, a report is anticipated at this meeting regarding
the status of planned testing by the U.S. CPSC on this subject.

(6-2)

September 20, 1993
: Joseph 2. Fandey, ESEE
TO
THROUGH : James E. Bradely, Director EASEL
THROUGH
FROM

: Robert T. Garrett,
Chief Electrical and Physical Sciences Branch
: J. L. Mulligan, ESEL

txlwrEc!T

: Preliminary Comments on the A.D. Little Study of
Gasoline Vapor Ignition.

Ref

: Memo, Fandey to Bradely, "Request for Engil -eri*
Services", 25 August 1993.
Report, Arthur D. Little, Inc., Tlammable 'Va? LHazards Ignition Study; Task 2: Analytical Ma, tiling
and Experimental Tasting!', Reference 42238, 15 July
1993

By the above referenced memo, I was requested to conduct a
critical engineering review of the phase two study by A. D,
Little. The approach anticipated was to obtain a copy of the
computer model(s) they used and then, using these models, to
evaluate the sensitivities, accuracy, etc., of the models.
I have
To date I have not obtained the computer programs.
talked with Richard Topping and he was checking to see if the
The status is that I have a call into
programs were releasible,
him returning his call. He did state that, if the programs wera
releasible, then it would be desirable (necessary) for me to sit
down with the developers and go over the details of the programs
and data before trying to run the programs.
I have read tht3 report, This memo will focus on a
preliminary analysis of the data in the report.
The stated overall goal of the GAMMA/A.D. Little project was
to develop a comprehensive understanding of the extent of the
hazards an8 the effectiveness of current mitigating measures.
The hazard is burns to individuals due to spilling a flammable
liquid (gasoline) and the "current mitigating measure!' studied
was raising the water heater 18" above the spill surface.
ThiS
would s-q like a worthwhile
ks to aim not at
times,
findir
Jse cases in which

TO

WESTWOOU

TOWERS

P .03

The situation is stochastic in nature; thus the
effectiveness would be assessable in the percent reduction in
incidents. The analysis could even be taken one step one step
further by inclusion of probabilistic human factor analysis and
thus calculate
the changes in accident rates.
The objective, stated in the report, of the Analytical
Modeling Task was to provide insight into the selection of key
parameters for experimental testing. This included
identification and verification of incident Stcenario patterns and
an assessment of parameter sensitivity for experimental testing.
The report presents a paucity of data on this determination
of parameter sensitivity, which is unfortunate since it makes
evaluation difficult.
As stated in the report there are two basic elements to the
analytical model: the source component and the dispersion
component. The source component predicts the spread and
evaporation of the liquid (gasoline) layer. The dispersion
component details the growth of the gasoline vapor in space,
X will discuss each of these two
time, and concentration.
elements.
Source Emisaicm
Model
¶-!
One of the most difficult elements in any real wc&Ad

modeling is the definition of and the expression for the source
model(e). While the report states that the scmrce component was
: designed and tested, it does not show us what the source model(s)
; was or how it was finally used.
IThe report statea that the source component is a liquid pool
mode1 which estimates transient multicomponent spreading and
emission. The model simultaneously predicts spreading of the
liquid, diffusion of components through the liquid layer, and
com:plicated
evaporation from the surface. This is an extremely
process. in which factors such aB surface characteristics,
external (air) velocity, pressure, and temperature and ,the
In the
multicomponent properties of the gasoline are included.
physical representation of the fluid, convective mass transfer at
the surface and diffusion of components through the liquid layer
These are developed througyh a
are controlling mechanisms.
comprehensive energy balance that considers two liquid layers: a
surface layer and a bulk layer.
Appendix A contains a textbook presentation of a methodolagy
for the development of this type models but does not sh,ow how
this methMolc7y
was applied to this problemFrom the presentation and the data in Table 1 it would
appear that the model. ia not empirical based.

The comparison of the predicted to measured appears to S~QWS
that the agreement is better than 20%. However, no precision nor
accuracies are presented far the experimental data. I doubt that
data is good to 20%.
Withxt
the implemented ccxnputer model and the eXpPr<mental
&Ld It is not possible to say much more about the s~urc!e
emission model.

Dispersion Mode3
According to the report three different versians for
dispersion were developed, each of increasing complexity.
With
the BCWCC
Cfib\@tixlrnt
a~ input, each version was evaluated.
According to the report the dispersion component takes the
transient emissian rates from the liquid pool model and estimate8
the concentration profiles of flammable vapors as a function of
space and time. A special feature of the model is its ability to
model heavy gas behavior. Gasoline vapor is much heavier than
air. in the absence of tu&,ulence, the vapors tend to Qugfl the
ground and spread horizontally. Three versions bf the Csperaion
component were formulated and-evaluated:
1.

A lumped, two-dimensional transient dispersion model
that included diffusion of vapor but neglected fluid
momentum.

2.

A multicomponent, two-dimensional transient dispersion
model that included diffusion of vapor and fluid
momentum.

3.

A pseudo, three-dimensional transient, four-cclmponent
dispersion made1 that included diffusion of vapor and
fluid momentum.

Since I don't have any of these models any comments on them
and thier applicability would be very premature.
I am somewhat
disturbed by several basic elements that seem to be missing from
the analysis.
*
The first item is the absence of turbulence. This may
simply be a phenomena that is lost in the noise
but is usually
important at the boundary in an emitting medium.
1 would like to see an analysis of air movement in the room
before the spilling of the gas. The thermal gradients due to the
water heater will create flows in the room, as well a8 the flow
due tx the normal temperature gradients.
Superposition of the
two flows may show slightly different results from figure 1.

/

-I
..__

.----ll--

--

.. -._

Experiential

Testing Task

The emphasis of my re,view wiJ.3.
be primarily the modeling,
however I have reviewed the experiential portion of the report
since this is the validation far the models.

One of the validation methods I would have expected for the
models would be to use the models'Ito predict air flows before
the
spilling of the gas, this does not appear to have been done. It
appears that natural flows were neglected in the development of
the dispereion model. The report states that they obtained the
distribution of air movement into a water heater data is shown in
figure 3. The figure does not indicate the parameters for this
measurement, e-g-, floor mounted with gas fire x inches from the
floor

of a y BTU water

heater.

The conclusion

is given

that

Yhe

water heater does induce a flow field in its immediate vicinity
but the effect is not significant beyond a distance of about lfoot radius
from the water heater. Thie statement Beem. to
suggest that the rasing of the water heaters 1P should reduce
the risk.
The report describes a bench-tap test facility that was used

to:
1.
2.
3.

Determine the evaporation rate
Measure the growth of the flammable vapor layer
Visualize the vapor layer.

,!
Unfortunately the data is not presented. Huwever, the
Conclusions reached based on these experiments are presented.
iThe first conclusion is that heavier than air gases tend to
stay on the surface unless disturbed. The next cne is that
Tmall movements of air, e.g., initiated by a can spilling or
human movement, will. aid in dispersing and mixing the gas vapor,"
This second conclusion seems ta support my concern for knowing
the flow of air in the room before the spilling the gas, e.g., in
the normal air flow along the floor expected to be toward or away
from the water heater? What is the effect on this normal flaw if
the water heater is raised I$"?
The fire tests with the movement seemed ta be primarily
designed to show that fires could always occur. Even with thisr
limitation the tests had some interesting implicationa.
aopr

Mounted
When the water heater is floor mounted:
1.

2.
3.

A gallon spill in all caees resulted in a fire when
water heater operating.
Fires occurred with the pilot burner only.
Movement not necessary for iginition.

09-r28-19%

FROM

11:58UM

CPSC

ENG/LF\B 381

413-7187

TO

WESTWOOD

TOWERS

P.84

3

The stated conclusion was I1 . . . a floor mounted water
heater will ignite f1ammable vapor from a one gaLlon spill or
larger in a room the size of a one-car garage. For a smaller
room of about 60 ft", the same hazard is present with a spill as
small as .5 gallon."
Ufl

planted cm

Stand
is mounted on a 18"

stand in the 1O'x2O'x8'

When

the heater

1.

Without movement'-- two gallon spill

2.

With movement -

r00m:
two fir(es in

five teStS
two gallon spilJ. resulte'd in
1.5

gallon spill

one gallon

spill

fires
two fires
in
three tests
one fire in five
tests.

When the heater is mounted on a 18" stand in small ruom:
movement:-

1.

Without

2.

With movement -

~2nd gallon spills no ignition.
half gallon spills ignition.

Based on the data presented, I am somewhat
concl~sicm in the report tt:hat:

confused by the

The ccmclusicm
to the tests with gasoline spills in
small
(about 60 ft) with the elevated water
heater is that ignition
is likely with one gallon
spillswith no motion and with spills as small as .5
gallon with motion,
rooms

since the data 8hcws no ig:nition for a one gallon spill with no
motion.

1

Xn one test in which there was a fire there was c~nsidexable air movement
In the other there may have been significant internal

due to external factors.

thermal

flows.

ft is difficult to give definitive conclusions
on the task 2
work based only on the report. One thing that is disappointing
is the lack of comparison of model predictions to test results,
The modeling task for this problem is formidable due to the large
number of variables.
‘I
A.D.
Little appears to have taken a substantial step in the
showing that raising a water heater 18" can reduce the number of
incidents resulting in ignition. They may also have made
significant inroads to the production of useful models Ithat would
allow further evaluation.
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17, 1987

101 STAT. 103

Public Law 100-E

100th Congress

.

An Act

Thio Act may be refed
to as the “National Appliance Energy
~~f~~
bmwvation
Act of 1987”.
a2 USC6xir
nob.
SEC t DEFIx~1oiu$.
(8) ENERGY ~N8ERVATION &mDARTt.-Section
321(a)(6) OP.&e
Ene
Policy and Conae~ation
Act (42 U.S.C. 6291(a)(8)) is
7 ed to read as follm
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“(6) Tgjbarm ‘energy connewa tion, atedarcf’ meanerfo-ce
standard1 whh
pracribes
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energy tie for a covered product, determined in accordance
with 4vt procedurceprutribed undrr section3!?!3;or
AWL P. lot.
“(I%>e deaf
quirument
For the producta e
ined ill
p 105.
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any other
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&ML p. ltn.
(b> NW Dnrr~nro~e.-Scti~~
321(a) of the Ens
Policy and
Conservation Act (42 USC. 6291(a)) is amended by ad‘diy
mg st the cad
the adjusted volume for refrigerators,
refrigerator-freezers,
and frmtsxa, a~ defined in the applicable
test rocedure prescribed under rectiion 323.
Y%I The term ‘annual fuel utilization cffkiency’ mean8 the
effkiency
descriptor for fumacag and bailere, determined using
test prwcedurea presctlatd under tiction 323 and baaed on the
assumption that allwarm air Furnace or boilers are located
‘(A) weatherid
out-ufdoors;
“(B) warm air furnaces whic:h are not weatheri&
are
located indoors and all combuistion and ventilation air is
admitted through grills or ducta from the outcbors and does
not communicate with air in the conditioned apabc; and
“(C) boflew which rre nnt wtathorized ~I-Qlwntad within
the heakd mp-.
“(21) The term ‘central air conditioner
meann a produdt,
other than a packaged terminal aft conditioner, whiah“(A) is powered by single pheac ekkic
curzat;
“(B)

is SiPCOOk&

“(0 ia rated below 65 000 Btu per hour;
within the same mbinet as a fur“(D) L not mkinsd
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capacity of which ig above 226,OOO Btu pr
hour: and

101

STAT. 104

PUI3LIC
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E
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.
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heat L ;=fJ
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intiding
f Tit ur or
age water heaters with an input of 76,000 Btu
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.

PUBLICLAW 100912-MAR rr.1981
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101 STAT. 106
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water
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‘CC, M
pump type uniti, with a nrrrimaam current
rating of24 ampcrw ut a voltage no greater than 25O volta,
which d;re pro&&
designed to ttunder thermal energy
from one tempwature
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for the puqxm
of heating wabt, including all ancillary
equipment such as Fans. stoics
tanks, pumps, or coatr&
nscefsary for the device to prforfn ita function.
“(281 The term ‘woatheriwci
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or kiler
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bin

SEC z COVERAGC

Swtion 8221e)of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (42

U.S.C. 6292ra)) is amended

to read as fotlows:

“SEC. 322. (aI IN GEN~~RAL.-~~

folkowirz

consumer

xwod~cb,

“(1) Refrigerators.
refrigerator-f&usrs.
and freezera which
can be operated by alternating currwnt electricity, excluding“(A) any type desfgnedto be used without dwrs; and
“CB, any L
wKs)l dwc not include CL~ornprt~br und
condomar onY t a~ an integral prxrt of thr wbinet aeaembly.
‘721 Roam air conditioners.
“8) Central air conditioners and central uir conditioniw heat
heatera.
Furnaces.
Dishwarhrrm.
Clothea w-hers.
Clothes dryers.
“(91 Direct heating equipment.
“(10) Kitchen ranges and ovens.
“(111 Pool herkm.
“(12) Television wb,
‘WJ) Any other type of wmumer product which the %crstary
classifh
4 u covered
product
under dmcction
(la).”

p’~l%ater
“(S)
“r6)
“(7)
“($1

SEC. 4 TEST PROCEDUREB.

’

Section 523 of the Energy Poky mad Conoentation
82981 is &mended to rrad cu followa:

Act (42 U.S.6.

.

J

ITEM 7.
Z21/CGA Joint Water Heater
Subcommittee Meeting,
September 23-24, 1993

RECONSIDER PROPOSED REVISIONS TO 221.10.1
AND
221.103EFFICIENCY TEST MhHODS TO REFLECT
PROPOSED ANSI/ASHRAE STANDARDS

Action Requested
Reconsider actions taken at the subcommittee’s September 21-22, 1992 meeting on
adopting proposed revisions to 221.10.1 and 221.10.3 efficiency test methods to be
identical with the following proposed standards, as applicable:
Proposed American National Standard for Method of Testing for Rating Commercial
Gas, Electric, and Oil Water Heaters, BSR/ASHRAE
118.1P; and
Proposed American National Standard for Method of Testing for Rating Residential
Water Heaters [gas, electric & oil], BSRIASHRAE
118.2P.

History
At its September 21-22, 1992 meeting,, the subcommittee considered issues regarding
standards duplication between the 221 water heater standards and proposed ASHRAE
standards.
After discussion, the subcommittee agreed to revise the test methods for “Recovery
Efficiency” and “Standby Loss,” under 2.8 in Z21.lO.1, to be identical to the proposed
ASHRAE 118.2 standard. In addition, the subcommittee agreed to revise the test
methods for ‘Thermal Efficiency” and “Standby Loss” under 2.8 and 2.9 respectively, in
221.10.3, to be identical to the propo,sed ASHRAE 118.1 standard. It was agreed that
the revised 221 test methods were to be distributed for industry review and comment,
before recommending them to the 2211 Committee for approval.
In his attached April 26, 1993 letter to the subcommittee, Chairman Daryl Hosler
directed the 221 Secretariat to hold the above 221 water heater standards proposals in
abeyance pending further consideration at the subcommittee’s next meeting. (See
Attachment 1.) Chairman Hosler’s reasons for his action are contained in his attached
letter.
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Based on the above, the remainder of proposals adopted at the subcommittee’s
September 1992 meeting were processed and distributed for review and comment during
July 1993, without the above proposed revisions to the efficiency tests in 221.10.1 and
221.10.3. (See agenda Items 3 through 5.)
Background
In his attached May 3, 1993 letter to Mr. Steve Comstock, ASHRAE, 221 Administrative
Secretary Allen Callahan requested permission to reproduce the above proposed
ASHRAE standards in the 221.10.1 and 221.10.3 standards, as applicable. (See
Attachment II.)

Attached is a July 23, 1993 letter from Mr. W. Stephen Cornstock, ASHRAE, to Mr.
Callahan. (See Attachment 1X) In his July 23 letter, Mr. Comstock responded that a
royalty agreement will need to be negotiated if substantial portions or all of ASHRAE
118.1 and 118.2 are reproduced in approved 221 standards. However, if the 118.1 and
118.2 standards are proposed for inclusion into the 221 standards as references,
ASHRAE will allow the reproduction of 118.1 and 118.2 as temporary information
exhibits accompanying the 221 standards’ review and comment texts. This means that
the 118.1 and 118.2 information exhibits would not be reproduced in the published 221
standards revisions, once approved by ANSI.
Status of Proposed ASHRAE
118.1. 118.2 and 146P Standards
At its June 1993 Annual Meeting, the: ASHRAE members approved proposed 118.1 and
118.2 standards as ASHRAE standards. In late July 1993, it is anticipated that
ASHRAE will formally submit these (standards to the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) for approval as ANSI/ASHRAE standards. An update on pending
ANSI approval of these standards will be given at this meeting.
In addition to the above, proposed ASHRAE 146P, Methods of Testing for Rating Pool
and Spa Heaters, is anticipated to be processed for a concurrent ASHRAE review and an
ANSI Public Review period by mid-August 1993. Draft 92/4 of 146P was distributed to
the subcommittee for information under staffs November 18, 1992 cover letter.
Additional

Information

In his attached November 13, 1992 letter to staff, Mr. E. Ross Deter, California Energy
Commission (CEC), comments on staffs report of the subcommittee’s actions in
response to his September 8, 1992 letters. (See Attachment m) It should be noted that
the CEC did not approach the 221 Committee at its April 1993 meeting regarding item
#2 of Mr. Deter’s November 13, 19912letter.
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